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About this unit
Raising chooks can be fun! Over the next two months you will be
caring for broiler chickens which are raised for their meat. You
will care for your chooks as they grow and develop. When they
are eight weeks old you say goodbye to them. You will compare
your small back-yard farm to the large-scale Australian
commercial poultry industry.

Poultry one will help you to plan and organise the equipment you
need for raising chooks. There are guidelines to help you:
∑

supply the equipment that chooks need

∑

organise the time you will need to spend with the chooks

∑

discuss the poultry enterprise with your household

∑

locate chicks and feed.

Before you start you must be aware that raising chooks involves:
•

cost

•

equipment

•

time

•

some inconvenience.

This unit is completed when you convince your teacher you can
take care of all your chook’s needs.
In Poultry two you will:
•

obtain some chicks

•

monitor their growth and development

•

care for them until their disposal.

In Poultry three you will compare your own poultry experience to
large-scale commercial production.
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What will you need?
The table below lists the things you will need as you work
through this booklet. Note, there are some things you will have
to supply.
Section

Materials and equipment

Stop, chook and
listen

People and places
local council
neighbours
supervisor
parent/guardian

Buying the birds

telephone book

chick supplier

rural newspaper
rural magazine
Housing

thermometer

(warm and cosy
chicks)

water container
food container
litter (saw dust, straw, wood
shavings, shredded paper)
brooder or cardboard box
chicken wire
lamp
hot water bottle
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Section

Materials and equipment

Housing

litter (saw dust, wood
shavings, shredded paper)

People and places

(the chookhouse)
water container
food container
chicken coop or building
materials
Nutrition

chick starter feed

feed supplier

grower feed
water container
feed container
Monitoring the birds

weighing scales

supervisor

ruler

parent/guardian

string
The chook system

glue
scissors

Come with me to find
out more about Poultry!

Introduction
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What will you learn?
This booklet contains information you need to know before you
obtain your chicks.
By the end of this unit you should be able to:
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•

locate a chick supplier

•

obtain or build a chick brooder

•

adjust and measure the temperature of a brooder

•

assess the suitability of several chicken house designs
according to your circumstances

•

obtain or build a chicken house or shelter

•

locate a feed supplier

•

obtain starter and grower feed

•

obtain a feed container

•

obtain a water container

•

state the impact chickens will have on your household

•

explain broiler production as a system

•

list jobs involved with broiler production

•

organise a job timetable

•

plan the management of broiler production

•

submit an agricultural agreement

•

keep a record of all costs involved in chicken production

•

describe ways to recycle manure and litter

•

identify problems and safety hazards associated with broiler
production.

Poultry one
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Overview
Each unit will take you about three weeks to complete.
Since live animals are involved in Poultry two, you will have to
organise your work timetable so you complete Poultry two and
Poultry three over an eight week period.
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Stop, chook and listen
Caring for young animals can be a lot of fun. Watching them get
bigger each day and noticing changes in their appearance and
behaviour is very rewarding. However, animals can also mean
extra work and responsibility.

Young animals are cute but need special care.

In this unit, you will find out about raising your own chickens,
that is chooks. The day old chicks you purchase will grow and
develop to be ready for market in about eight weeks. Caring for
and measuring the growth of your birds will be your
responsibility.
Chickens have special needs. You will have to provide:
•

shelter from rain, wind, sun, predators

•

a warm, comfortable place to sleep

•

a clean, safe place to live

•

food and water

•

adequate space

•

a healthy environment.

Now work through the unit so you can find all the equipment
and materials you need before you obtain your chickens.

Stop, chook and listen
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Responsibilities

Disposal

inconvenience

Needs

food

housing
health

resource booklets

poultry unit

pet shop

Information

library

farmer

environmental
issues

Broiler

Impact

cost

jobs to do

selling

arranging
processing

pet shop

supplier

killing & eating

giving to farmer

Obtaining

courier

teacher

The idea of chooks may sound very exciting. Look at the
overview of the Poultry enterprise below:

Overview of Poultry enterprise.

Think about how the different areas relate and connect with each
other. This will give you an idea of what you need to do before
you start!
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The sudden impact of chooks
Chickens will have an impact on your household if you are
raising them at home. It is important you prepare your
household for the coming of the birds!
If you are raising your chickens at home you must be able to tick
the following boxes.

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Everyone is aware of your plans to raise chickens.
Someone is willing to help you with jobs from time to time.
No one is allergic to chickens.
If you live in town, check with your local council about
keeping chickens.
If you have neighbours, explain to them why you need to
keep chickens.

Are you having real difficulties with the preparation for broiler
production? Do you have facilities for raising other animals
like a lamb, a calf or ducks? If so, call your teacher to discuss the
option of raising other animals.

Agricultural agreement
The welfare and safety of broilers is important. You must be
responsible for the care of the broilers and get approval from your
parent/guardian, supervisor and teacher before you begin. Take a
look at the Agricultural agreement on page 66 to get an idea of
what is in store. Read this unit and complete the exercises.

You must assure your
teacher you are able to
look after your chooks!

Stop, chook and listen
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Timing
Raising chickens has it’s own rhythm. There will be times
throughout the poultry enterprise when you will have finished
most of your work in the units and are waiting for the chickens to
finish growing.
Just like on a farm, you should use this time to go on with other
work. You will have time to complete Poultry two (measuring
and observing the chickens) and Poulty three, as well as do work
from other enterprises. Look at the suggested timeline for
completing the Poultry enterprise below:

preparation
(no birds)
week 0

it 1

Un

raising birds

week 3

it 2

Un

it 3

Un

week 12

Suggested timeline.

Contact your teacher if you can see any problems so far.
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Disposal
What will you do when the eight weeks is up? When your
broilers are eight weeks old, they will be ready to market.
What happens then?
You are raising chickens to learn more about broiler production.
You may grow attached to your birds, but remember they may be
killed when they are eight weeks old. You must tell your teacher
what you intend doing with the birds when they are ready to
market. Some ideas for the disposal of your birds are listed below.
•

Sell them back to the chick dealer.

•

Sell them to a local farmer.

•

Arranging killing by an adult, then processing and eating
them.

Organise their disposal
BEFORE obtaining your
chicks!

It is essential for you to contact your teacher to discuss disposal.
Do this before buying your chicks.

R
Return

Disposal

Turn to Send in exercise 1: Preparation. Complete the part titled
Disposal.
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Buying the birds
You are raising chickens that will be slaughtered for meat.
Any breed of chicken can be used for meat, but some breeds will
produce a heavier carcase in less time than others. These are
called meat breeds and include:
∑

Black Australorp

∑

Orpington

∑

Cornish

∑

Light Sussex

∑

New Hampshire ¥ Light Sussex

New Hampshire

Red

Light Sussex

Orpington

Australorp

Cornish

Meat chicken breeds.

Certain breeds may be better suited to your circumstances.
Now you will need to find out where you can obtain some chicks.

Buying the birds
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Suppliers
One place to buy chicks is from a commercial hatchery.
A hatchery is where fertile eggs are kept warm and under suitable
conditions until they hatch into young chicks. These are sold to
schools, farms and pet shops. If you can’t get to a supplier
personally, some suppliers even home deliver!
Some ideas for locating a hatchery or other chick supplier include:
•

the classified section of your local paper

•

rural newspaper or magazine

•

yellow pages telephone book

•

local poultry producer

•

local feed supplier

•

pet shop

∑

local markets

•

contacting your teacher.

Hope the chicks are going cheep!

Refer to the reference book Communication in agriculture for
more ideas about how to locate a hatchery.

Check your chicks
It is important to buy healthy birds. If you are able to check your
chicks before you buy them make sure they look healthy and have
been vaccinated. Most chicks are vaccinated against infectious
bronchitis - ask your supplier. When you buy your chicks look
for:

8

•

bright eyes

•

perky, alert behaviour

•

clean living conditions.

Poultry one

The number of chicks
Chooks are social animals and happy to be part of a group.
You must buy at least five birds.

Chooks are social. (photo: A Parry)

A small chookhouse with many birds is too close for comfort.
It is important to buy an appropriate number of chicks. This will
largely depend on where you plan to put your broilers as they
grow and develop. You will need at least 600 cm2 unrestricted
floor area per bird if housing in a cage, or at least 500 cm2
unrestricted floor area per bird if housing with deep litter.
You will find out more about housing later in this unit.

Chickens love having other
chickens around!

Buying the birds
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Locate and contact a chick supplier. Find out details such as price,
breed suitability and availability, minimum number sold and
delivery options. You will be obtaining your chicks in Poultry
two.

R
Return

Turn to Send in exercise 1: Preparation. Complete the exercise
titled Buying the Birds.

Now work through the
unit so you can find all
the equipment and
materials you need before
you obtain your chickens.

10
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Housing
It is important that the chicks are kept in a place which is:
•

warm

•

dry

•

ventilated (has an air flow)

•

free of drafts

•

protected from other animals.

In this section you will decide of the type housing you will
provide for your birds as they grow. Chicks (0-3 weeks old) have
different housing needs to older birds (4-8 weeks old).

Warm and cosy chicks
How cold is it today? Humans manage the cold by shivering,
wearing warm clothes, staying indoors and turning on the heater.
Young chicks with their fluffy down can’t do much to keep warm.
Until they grow feathers over their first month of life, they are
very sensitive to temperature. Chicks will not survive if it is too
cold or too hot.

Chicks can not keep themselves warm.

Housing
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Chicks keep warm from a mother hen or a device called a brooder.
The temperature in the brooder should be between 32-35°C.
Spring or summer (when the temperature is warmer) is ideal for
raising chicks.

The brooder
A brooder is like a little house used to keep chicks warm.

Chicks are kept warm inside a brooder. (photo: J Robinson)

How will you keep your chicks warm?
If you have access to a brooder, use it. If not, you can make a
simple brooder with the following equipment:

12

•

large cardboard box (a waxed fruit box is ideal, but cover the
sides with plastic so the chicks don’t eat the wax!)
or use a wooden box

•

chicken wire

•

waterproof plastic tray

•

a lamp (use a light globe and not fluorescent tubes which don’t
give much heat).

Poultry one

Construct your brooder as below:

chicken wire
lamp
waterproof plastic tray

box

Equipment for making a brooder.

Do you have a brooder? If not, continue reading. If so, turn to
page 14.
Space
Warm chicks with enough space are more likely to be healthy.
Each week-old chick needs about 15 cm2 (half the area of this page)
for living space. Make sure the box you select is big enough. The
chicks will need more space as they grow. You will transfer them
to larger housing when the time arrives.
Obtain a suitable cardboard box.

Housing
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Protection
The chicken wire keeps the chicks in the box.
Obtain chicken wire.

Young chicks are kept warm in a brooder. (photo: S Bannerman)

How will you keep your chicks warm? Discuss this with your
parents and/or supervisor and decide which brooder is most
appropriate for you.

The brooder floor
Tiny chicks are cute but their mess is not. The brooder floor needs
litter which helps to:
•

absorb droppings, keeping chicks dry

•

provide grip for walking

•

provide softness for sleeping

•

absorb spills, reducing disease causing organisms.

Sawdust, wood shavings, shredded paper or other litter should be
sprinkled in the bottom of the box and lightly topped up each day.
Check that the litter will not get into the chick’s eyes.

14
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R
Return

Turn to Send in exercise 1: Preparation. Complete the exercise titled
The brooder.
Obtain enough litter for your brooder for three weeks.

Temperature
You will need a lamp and a thermometer. The lamp provides
heat. If the globe in the lamp has a high wattage and is close to the
chicks, the temperature will be high. Position the lamp so it is
about 25 cm above the box or you can place a hot water bottle
covered with paper in with the chicks to help keep them warm.
An accurate way of measuring temperature is to use a thermometer.
Your thermometer.
110

•

The bulb contains a liquid which
can be mercury or coloured
alcohol. You will see a thin thread
of the liquid in the bulb. Alcohol
is preferred over mercury because
it is safer.

•

The liquid can travel in a thin
tube. Measure the temperature by
reading the number at the end of
the thin thread of liquid.

•

Hold the thermometer at the top
so that you are not touching the
bulb.

•

It is important that you put the
bulb of the thermometer where
you will be placing the chicks.

•

Your thermometer will break
easily if you try to bend or drop it.

•

Your thermometer may contain
the liquid metal mercury. If your
thermometer breaks do not touch
the mercury with your skin as you
clean it up.

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
-10
liquid

bulb

Your thermometer measures temperature in units called degrees
Celsius. °C is a short way of writing degrees Celsius. The
thermometer shown above has a reading of 25°C.

Housing
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Practice reading some thermometers.

1.

110
110

90

110

90

80

100

90

80

70

100

80

70

100

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0

-10

The temperature on the thermometer is

2.
60

50

40

30

20

10

0

-10

The temperature on the thermometer is

3.
60

50

40

30

20

10

0

-10

The temperature on the thermometer is
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Are your chicks warm enough?
Below is a table showing the brooding temperatures for chickens
of various ages.

Age (days)

Temperature at
chick height (°C)

1

35

2

35

3

35

4

34

7

30

14

25

21

22

28

20

35 and older

18

Brooder temperatures.

You are preparing your brooder for day old chicks. As your chicks
grow, you can use the information in the table together with a
thermometer to ensure your chicks are kept at an appropriate
temperature.
Prepare for the arrival of your chicks by adjusting the temperature
of the brooder until it is around 35°C. Do this by:
•

selecting or changing boxes

•

changing wattage of the globe

•

lowering and raising the lamp

•

providing insulating material

•

providing a hot water bottle.

Use the flow chart on the next page to help adjust your brooder to
the correct temperature.

Housing
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What is the temperature?

less than 35∞C

35∞C

more than 35∞C

too cold

just right

too hot

chicks could
become chilled
and die
• Use a light bulb with
a higher wattage
• lower the lamp
• check for drafts

chicks should
be warm and
comfortable

No need to adjust
the temperature

chicks could
overheat
and die
• Use a light bulb
with a lower wattage
• use a larger box
• move the lamp
away from the chicks

Adjusting temperature of the brooder for chicks a few days old.

Adjust the temperature of your brooder.
An effective way of determining if the temperature is comfortable
for the chicks is to observe their behaviour. Chicks can move
away from the heat source to adjust their own temperature.
You will find out more in Poultry two.

Contact your teacher if you are experiencing difficulties.

R
Return
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Turn to Send in exercise 1: Preparation. Complete the exercise
titled Are your chicks warm enough?

Poultry one

Safety
You and your supervisor must be aware of the dangers involved
with a chick brooder.

• The lamp and globe will get very hot and could kill your
chicks.
• The lamp and globe in contact with the litter is a fire risk.

When setting up the equipment, be careful not to burn yourself.
A brooder with good, dry litter is a fire risk. Ensure the lamp and
globe are not too close to the box, chicks or litter.
Keep your chicks safer by not allowing younger family or friends
to play with the brooder, water or feeder.
If you allow the chicks to be handled, make sure they are not
handled dangerously.
R
Return

Turn to Send in exercise 1: Preparation. Complete the exercise
titled Safety.

Refer to the reference book Farm machinery and equipment for
more information about safety.

The chick brooder may be
a safety hazard, so be
careful!

Housing
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The chookhouse
Once your chicks are about three weeks old, they will need
different living conditions to younger birds. Your job is to
provide them with housing or other shelter. The design of the
chookhouse will influence the living conditions of your broilers.
It is important to know what your broilers need and how you can
provide it for them.
Your chookhouse should have:
•

a height of at least 40 cm (so your broilers can stand upright)

•

enough space for each bird (at least the area of this page per
broiler)

•

fresh air and be well ventilated

•

protection from drafts and cold weather

•

shade

∑

enough light to see their food

•

a temperature range between 19 – 33∞C

•

safety from predators, fire and floods

•

security from vermin (rats and mice).

Types of chook housing systems
Chook housing systems come in a variety of designs. It is a good
idea to keep your chookhouse very simple. Read through a
description of each design. Decide which one best suits your own
needs and circumstances.
Free range system
A simple set up for raising chickens is a free range system.
You only need to provide a house for the broilers at night. The
rest of the time they spend walking around looking for food.
Because your broilers are roaming they are more exposed to a
number of dangers. Ensure that:

20

•

the land is not contaminated with chemicals

•

there are no poisonous plants

•

the land is well drained

•

there is shelter from sun and wind

•

there is protection from predators.

Poultry one

Free range chickens are able to wander.

A free range system offers a range of advantages and
disadvantages as summarised in the table below.
Advantages

Disadvantages

• lower feed costs

• danger from predators

• lower cost housing

• increased worm infection

• happier broilers with more room
to move

• difficult to monitor and control
diet
• difficult to control disease
• more prone to internal parasites

Housing
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Deep litter system
Chickens are kept in an enclosed area with a floor covering of
litter. This type of litter lets your broilers walk, scratch and dig.
It also reduces leg and foot problems and absorbs wastes.
Typical litter may include:
•

wood shavings

•

sawdust

•

straw or hay

•

leaves

•

dry grass clippings.

Deep litter broilers get to scratch and dig.

What type of housing will you provide
for your broilers?

22
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Mobile cage system
Chickens are housed in large cages which are moved around the
garden. Chickens will have a fresh supply of grass to eat each time
you move the house. Broilers can be let out during the day or
confined to the cage.
There are several cage designs, but it is up to you to decide how
much time and money you are able to spend. The most
important aspect of this type of housing is to ensure each bird has
enough room to move.

Mobile cage broilers move around the yard.

Chook runs
Chickens are housed in sheds with a piece of land enclosed to run
around in. The piece of ground where the broilers are confined is
called the run. Ensure that your chook run is enclosed by a fence
about two metres high, to keep the broilers in and predators out.
Some predators may try to dig under the fence, so make sure it is
secure. You can use and old tool or garden shed for your broilers
to sleep in at night.

Housing
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Chook runs provide space and security.

If you have access to an existing chookhouse, use it. If not, you
may need to use a pen or a cage.

Organising a chookhouse
Time and materials
Housing your chickens will depend largely on your existing
facilities. You may already own a flock of chickens and have all
the essential equipment needed. Alternatively, you may need to
buy, build or otherwise obtain the chicken house and other
equipment.
If you have access to some old timber you can construct a simple
house. You can modify an existing structure by using any
building materials you can find. Timber, corrugated iron, tin and
chicken wire are ideal. Once your chickens know their home,
they will return to it each night to feel safe and secure.
Don’t invest too much time, money or effort in finding a suitable
house because you will dispose of your chickens when they are
about eight weeks old.

24
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You must provide shelter for broilers. Make sure your chicken
house will provide:
•

warmth

•

dry living space

•

ventilation (but free from draughts)

•

protection from predators and vermin.

Discuss your chookhouse with your supervisor. Will it meet the
needs of the chickens?
Location
Location is important because of factors such as smell, noise and
sunlight. When deciding on a location, consider:
•

a slight slope (to avoid puddles when it rains)

•

an appropriate distance from your house (to minimise odour,
dust and noise)

•

facing the north east (in winter), to allow plenty of sunlight
and warmth.

Seasonal effects
Changing seasonal conditions may affect the living conditions of
your chickens.
In winter make sure the drinking water doesn’t freeze and that
the chicken house is not drafty. Provide a heater if the
temperature falls below 2∞C.
In summer make sure drinking water is topped up, especially in
temperatures over 35∞C. Provide your chickens with shade and
give them a spray of water to cool them.

Refer to the Climate and weather reference book for more
information about how climatic conditions affect animals.

Organise and obtain the equipment you need for your chookhouse.

Housing
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Costs – housing

Record all items obtained and the cost of each in the space below:

Item

R
Return

Turn to Send in exercise 1: Preparation.
titled The chookhouse.

Cost $

Complete the exercise

Are you having real difficulties with the preparation for broiler
production? Do you have facilities for raising other animals like a
lamb, a calf or ducks?

Contact your teacher if you think you may have difficulty housing
your chickens (such as limited space at home) or to discuss the
option of raising other animals.

Now that your chooks will have somewhere to live, let’s organise
their feed!

26
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Nutrition
All living things need nutrition for survival. You will be
responsible for ensuring your broilers receive adequate nutrition.
Your broilers will eat pellets or crumbles which contain all the
nutrition they need.
Chicks (0-3 weeks) have different nutritional needs to chickens
(4-8 weeks). You will calculate the amount of feed you require
then locate a feed supplier to obtain the feed.

Chick feed
An ideal feed for your chicks is starter feed, chick rearing meal or
chicken crumbles. Starter feed is ideal because it contains all the
essential nutrients a growing chick needs. Starter feed is available
from a feed and produce store or a pet shop.

Where is your local
feed supplier? Do they
have chicken feed?

How much chick starter will you need?
You will feed your chicks twice a day. In the first week each chick
will eat about 110 g of starter feed. The birds will eat more as they
get older as summarised in the diagram on the following page.
The amounts given are only a guide for organising how much feed
to buy. Some birds in different situations may eat more or less than
the amounts shown.

Nutrition
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starter feed

110g 110g 110g 110g 110g
110g 110g 110g 110g 110g

week 1

starter feed

120g 120g 120g 120g 120g
120g 120g 120g 120g 120g

week 2

starter feed

140g 140g 140g 140g 140g
140g 140g 140g 140g 140g

week 3
Three weeks feed for ten chicks.

1.

28

How much feed will you need for each chick for the first three
weeks?

Poultry one

2. How much feed do you have to purchase for:
a) two chicks?

b) eight chicks?

3.

How much chick starter will you need for your chicks?

Check your answers.

While it is easy and quick to purchase starter feed, you can mix
your own if you prefer. The composition of simple chick starter is
shown in the diagram below:

skim milk powder 50 g
bran or pollard 150 g
meat meal (high in protein) 200 g

ground wheat 600 g

Simple chick starter has a number of ingredients.

Nutrition
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Chicken feed
As the chicks grow very rapidly, so too does their appetite! By the
time they are eight weeks old, your chickens will eat more feed
but will only be fed once a day. Young chicks require the high
protein content found in starter feed. As your chickens grow
older, their nutritional requirements change. After about three or
four weeks of age, grower feed or broiler finishing rations are
more appropriate because they contain less protein and the correct
balance of nutrients for the developing bird.
growe

r feed

At three or four weeks and older your broilers can eat grower feed.

How much grower feed will you need?
You need to estimate how much feed your broilers will eat over
the last five weeks so you will know how much to buy from your
supplier. The table below will help you do this.

30

Age in weeks

Amount of feed eaten (g)

4

500

5

600

6

700

7

800

8

900

Poultry one

A typical feed summary is shown below:

starter feed (0-3 weeks).......................... 370 g
grower feed (4-9 weeks)........................... 3500 g
total.............................................................. 3870 g (3.87 kg)
You have already estimated how much chick starter feed you will
need. You will now estimate how much grower feed you will
need.

Assume each chicken eats the amount of feed each week as
shown in the previous table.
1.

How much feed will each chicken eat over the last five
weeks?

2.

How much feed will two chickens eat over the last five weeks?

3.

How much feed will five chickens eat over the last five weeks?

4.

How much feed will your chickens eat over the last five weeks?

Check your answers.

Nutrition
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Remember, the figures given are only a guide. Your birds may
need more or less feed as they grow, or if their diet is
supplemented with table scraps and free-range feeding. You will
find out how much your birds actually eat in Poultry two.
If your chicken is eating well, it should gain 1 kg in weight for
every 2 kg eaten. Growth rate is also affected by the breed and
living conditions.
You may find some feed which is medicated (the pellets contain
medicine to help prevent disease). It is very important to read the
labels on any medicated feed as there is often a withholding
period when this type of feed should be stopped because it appears
as a residue in poultry meat.
Are there any leftovers from last night? Chickens also eat
leftovers from your kitchen table. Save up your scraps and feed
these to the broilers only as extra feed to supplement their regular
feed. Do not feed your broilers only table scraps as they may not
receive adequate nutrition. Don’t feed table scraps to very young
chickens.

banana skins
vegetable scraps

paper

potato peelings

toast

tea leaves

apple cores

salty food

stale bread

cabbage

Broilers love table scraps.
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If you let your chickens roam around the yard, they will find a lot
of things to eat. Insects, worms, seeds and weeds will fill a broiler
up and lower the amount of commercial feed they eat. This type
of feeding is called ‘free-range’. You will need to be careful that
your broilers do not eat poisonous things like slug and snail
pellets. It may be a good idea to keep them away from the
vegetable patch!
Locate a feed supplier. Find out the types of feed available, bag
sizes, cost and delivery options.
Contact your teacher if you are having trouble. Your supervisor
may be able to help you.

Obtain your chick starter and grower feed from your feed supplier.

Containers
Chickens need to eat out of a container.

A feeder is a container to hold feed. (photo: W Richmond)

Nutrition
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You can purchase a
feeder or make one from
an old plastic container!
When your chickens are four weeks old make sure there is about
5 cm available in the feeder for each bird. Reduce the amount of
feed the chickens spill by using a container which only lets in the
bird’s beak and head. Vermin (rats and mice) and wild birds love
eating chicken feed. These pests will add to the cost of feed and
may introduce parasites and other disease to your chickens.

lid

holes cut
into sides

ice cream
container

wire

holes cut
into sides
ice cream
container

Broiler feeders may be inexpensive.
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What will your chickens eat out of? Organise a chicken
feeder.
Are you thirsty when it’s hot? Broilers need water. Your chickens
need clean drinking water available at all times. A container to
help chicks obtain water is called a chick waterer.

half brick
water

dish

2-3 cm

An inexpensive homemade chick waterer.

Chickens are thirsty on hot days, so it is important to have clean,
fresh water provided for them. You should be able to find a range
of different watering devices at a pet store or feed supplier. A well
designed waterer provides clean water throughout the day.
You can make your own waterer using a flat bottomed bowl or
basin about 2–3 cm deep. Place a rock or half a brick in the middle
to prevent drowning. You may be able to use the same waterer as
your broilers grow and leave the brooder. Older chickens drink
up to two cups of water each day!

A waterer bought from a pet shop. (photo: W Richmond)

Nutrition
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An inexpensive waterer can be made from a pan and container, as
shown in the diagram below.

wire loop through
cardboard wall

water
plastic soft
drink bottle
(1250 mL)

cork with groove cut along
its length

2 cm
water

take away
food container
block of wood
to support bottle

Broiler waterers may be inexpensive.

Prevent your chickens drinking from puddles. Water from
puddles is not fresh or clean and may encourage disease. Fill any
puddles in with extra dirt of sand as soon as you can.
In winter, make sure drinking water doesn’t freeze. In summer,
make sure drinking water is topped up, especially in temperatures
over 35∞C.

A well designed waterer
provides clean water
throughout the day.
What will your chickens drink out of? Organise a chicken waterer.
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Costs – nutrition
Record all items obtained and the cost of each in the space below.

Item

R
Return

Nutrition

Cost $

Turn to Send in exercise 2: Feeding and other jobs. Complete the
exercise titled Nutrition.
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Labour
There are jobs to be done when you raise poultry. You will be able
to plan better with a timetable.

Chicks (weeks 0-3)
Chicks mean chores. Below is a list of the jobs you will need to do
twice a day.

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Top up feed.
Clean and refill waterer.
Remove damp litter.
Add fresh litter.
Check temperature of the brooder.
Check chicks for signs of disease.
Make sure chicks are feeding/drinking.

You will also be measuring the chicks, but more about this in the
following section.
If you aren’t used to looking after chicks, this may seem a lot of
work. Chicks are very delicate at this age and it is important to
look after them properly.
Make sure your chicks are checked twice a day, every day – even if
you are unable to stick to your timetable. An automatic feeder
will mean topping up feed less often, but you will still have other
jobs to do. If you think you may be unable to look after your
chicks on a particular day, organise a friend or neighbour to do
your jobs for you.

What time of the morning and afternoon
will you look after your birds?
Labour
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Chickens (weeks 4-8)
You will need to check on your chickens once a day. Below is a
list of the jobs you will need to do every day.

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Feed the birds.
Refill waterer.
Remove wet litter.
Check house for holes and damage.
Check for disease.

When will you look
after your chickens
each day?

Below is a list of extra jobs you will need to do once a week.

❏
❏
❏
❏

Add fresh litter if needed.
Clean waterer.
Clean feeder.
Check for mites and lice.

What DAY of the
week will you do
these extra jobs?
R
Return
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Turn to Send in exercise 2: Feeding and other jobs. Complete the
exercise titled Labour.
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Monitoring the birds
A large part of Poultry two will be monitoring and measuring
your broilers as they grow and develop. You need to organise
your equipment now, before you obtain your chicks.

May I take your measurements?

string

12
12
22

33

44

55

66

77

88

99

10
10

11
11

ruler

11

0

1 2 3 4

scales

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Mass is an objective measurement. One of your jobs is to measure
the growth of your birds. You will use measuring instruments
such as a set of scales or electronic balance to measure the mass of
your birds. A ruler and a piece of string will be used to measure
distance and length.

Measuring equipment

R
Return

1.

Find a weighing scale that you can use to weigh your birds.
It must be sensitive enough to measure about 40 g. It must
also weigh up to 3000 g (3 kg).

2.

Find a ruler marked with centimetres.

3.

Cut a piece of string about 30 cm long.

Turn to Send in exercise 3: Learning from the birds.
the exercise titled May I take your measurements?

Monitoring the birds

Complete
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Visual assessment
Have you ever looked at photos of yourself as a baby?
A photograph can be part of a visual record of your development.
Other ways of recording growth and development include pencil
sketches, video and audio tapes and written descriptions in a
diary. Making observations is called visual assessment. Each type
of visual assessment is suited to your particular skills and
available equipment.

Equipment for visual assessment

You will use visual assessment to record the growth and
development of your broilers in Poultry two. You will find out
what to do if your birds are sick in Poultry two.

How will you record
developmental changes in your
chickens over the eight weeks?

R
Return
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Turn to Send in exercise 3: Learning from the birds. Complete the
exercise titled Visual assessment.
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The chook system
Any agricultural enterprise works as a system, or combination of
subsystems working together. In this section you will identify
some of the parts of your poultry production system.

Chicks + feed = broilers.

Very simply, feeding chickens for eight weeks will produce
broilers. A broiler enterprise is an example of a system.
The inputs are chickens and feed. Broilers are the output. You
will already realise that there is more to it than that!

Inputs
Inputs are ingredients. Everything you need to obtain for raising
broilers is an input.
List the inputs of a broiler system.

Check your answers.

The chook system
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Processes
Processes are actions like feeding and drinking.

List other processes you can think of.

Check your answers.

Outputs
Everything produced by a system is an output. Outputs may be
saleable like broilers or non-saleable like noise.

List some other outputs of broiler production.

Check your answers.

Identifying Inputs, processes and outputs
1.

On the next page identify:

•

inputs

•

processes

•

outputs

2. Cut out each box and glue into the appropriate spaces.
Check your answers.
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developing

noise

feeder

timber

eating

waterer

growing

litter

smells

iron

manure

dust

wire

broilers

chicks

measuring

lamp

box

monitoring

labour

drinking

watering

water

feed

feeding

o
ch h
c

ok
cho w
cho

o
ch h
c

The chook system
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Cut out the boxes on
the other side of this
page and glue them on
the following page!
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Inputs
The chook system

Processes

Outputs
47

You will look at chook
raising as a system in
Poultry two and Poultry
three.
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Environmental issues
You know you have broilers when you:
•

smell them

•

hear them

•

clean up their manure

•

see dust build up around the chookhouse.

Broilers affect the environment. How much of an impact the
broilers have on the environment will depend on your
management practices.

Manure and litter
Poultry manure may become a problem if you let it build up.

What is chook poo good for?
Poultry manure is excellent for growing flowers and vegetables.
It helps the soil retain water and increases the amount of plant
nutrients available.

ok
cho
poo

Poultry manure may be used as fertiliser.

Stage 5 Agriculture
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Poultry manure is rich in essential minerals including nitrogen
and phosphorus. The manure needs dry out and settle before it
can be used. You shouldn’t sprinkle the manure directly onto the
garden as it can damage the plants.

Smell
There’s nothing like the smell of a chook shed. Odours from
broilers are unavoidable and some people are more sensitive to
the smell than others. Odours come from:
•

broilers

•

wet litter

•

manure

•

wet feed.

How will you minimise odours?

Check your answers.

Dust
Dust from broilers can be a problem for humans and other
animals when it is blown by the wind. A few broilers will not
produce a lot of dust so it shouldn’t be too much of a problem.
When large number of broilers are raised, dust becomes a
problem. Dust is produced by:
•

bare soil

•

dry, fine litter

•

stockpiles of manure

•

bird activity

•

vehicles entering farm.

Is dust a problem for you? If so, how?
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Noise
Noise may be a problem for you and your broilers.
Sudden loud noises may frighten your broilers and cause panic.
This may result in injury or death to your broilers as they madly
run around.

Make sure your birds
are calm by keeping noise
to a minimum.

A few broilers won’t make too much noise. As long as you keep
your broilers away from houses, noise shouldn’t be a problem.
If broilers are going to make any noise they will most likely cluck.
If you have problems with broiler noise move the broilers away
from any houses or if indoors, close windows and doors (provided
there is adequate ventilation).

Pests
Pests may be a problem for the broilers and for you.

Vermin are a pests associated with poultry.

Stage 5 Agriculture
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Wild birds, rats, mice, and other vermin can spread disease to
your broilers and you, damage your chookhouse and eat the
broiler feed. Pests are affected by the:
•

number of broilers kept

•

location of the chookhouse

•

security of the chookhouse

•

level of cleanliness and hygiene.

Check with local council regulations and neighbours if appropriate.

Refer to the resource book Pests, weeds and diseases for more
information about controlling disease.

R
Return

Turn to Send in exercise 3: Learning from the birds. Complete the
Agriculture agreement.

In the next unit
By now you are prepared for your broiler enterprise.
You will have organised, located and obtained all of the
equipment you need. You will have discussed your progress with
your teacher and supervisor.
In the next unit, Poultry two you will be obtaining your chicks and
producing broilers for market.
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Glossary
Black Australorp – Australian breed of Orpington chicken
broiler – chicken raised for meat
brooder – device for keeping chicks warm
chicks – young chickens
chook – an Australian term for a chicken
Cornish– breed of poultry developed in Cornwall, England. May
be dark, white, white laced red, or buff coloured
development – change and growth over time. Over 8 weeks
chicken wings undergo development and change shape
dispose – remove. Disposal may involve eating the birds or
selling them.
down – fine body covering of poultry similar to feathers
free range – allowed to walk freely with minimal restriction
grower feed – feed for chickens over three weeks old
growth – increase in size from chick to adult bird
inputs – objects or actions put into a system. Inputs include chicks
and feed
Light Sussex – breed of poultry developed in Sussex, England.
litter – absorbent material such as saw dust or paper
measure – find size, dimensions or quantity. To find the mass of
a bird you would measure it using a set of scales
monitoring – checking and observing
New Hampshire ¥ Light Sussex– breed of poultry developed by
cross breeding two different breeds.
objective – measurement using instruments. A method of
measuremnt free of personal opinion
Orpington– breed of poultry developed in Orpington, England.
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output – objects or actions which come out of a system. Outputs
include manure and fully grown broilers
parasites – small organisms which causes disease. Parasites may
be internal such as worms or external such as mites
poultry – domestic bird raised for meat such as ducks, geese and
turkeys.
processes – actions which are part of a system. Processing include
eating and watering.
Rhode island red – breed of poultry, red in colour and developed
in Rhode island, USA.
run – enclosed area where chickens have room to walk
starter – feed for chicks under three weeks old
vaccinated – given medication to prevent disease. A chick that is
vaccinated will be less likely to catch a disease
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Suggested answers
Temperature
1.

30°C

2.

35°C

3.

20°C

How much chick starter will you need?
1.

For each chick: 110 + 120 + 140 = 370 g

2.

a) For 2 chicks: 370 ¥ 2 = 740 g
b) For 8 chicks: 370 ¥ 8 = 2960 g (2.96 kg)

3.

For your chicks, use the formula below:
370 ¥ number of chicks = amount of feed needed

How much grower feed will you need?
1. 500 + 600 + 700 + 800 + 900 = 3500 g (3.5 kg)
2.

a) 3500 g ¥ 2 = 700 g

b) 3500 g ¥ 5 = 17500 g (17.5 kg)

3.

For your chickens, use the formula below:
3500 g ¥ number of chickens = amount of feed needed

Inputs
Inputs include chickens, feed, water, shelter, warmth, labour,
litter, box and lamp. (There may be other inputs possible
depending on your circumstances.)

Processes
Processes include monitoring, measuring, eating, developing,
feeding, watering, drinking and growing.

Suggested answers
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Outputs
Outputs include manure, dust, smell, odour, broilers and noise.

Identifying inputs, processes and outputs
Inputs (indicated by boxes with a white background) include
waterer, litter, timber, iron, feeder, labour, box, feed, chicks, lamp,
water and wire.
Processes (indicated by a boxes with dark grey background) include
growing, developing, eating, drinking, monitoring, feeding,
measuring and watering.
Outputs (indicated by boxes with a light grey background) include
smells, noise, manure, dust and broilers.

Smell
Minimise odours by: keeping litter and feed dry; ventilating the
chook shed; cleaning up wastes; sealing wastes in plastic bags; or
locating the chooks down wind from your house.
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Send in exercise 1
Name: _________________________

Preparation
Disposal
Outline how you will dispose of your chickens at eight weeks.

Buying the birds
a) List the name and address of your chick supplier.

b) How much will each chick cost?

c) How many chicks do you intend buying?

d) When you buy your chicks, will they be vaccinated?

❏

yes

❏

no

e) Will your chicks be delivered?

❏

Send in exercises

yes

❏

no
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The brooder
a) Do you have access to a brooder?

❏

yes

❏

no

b) Sketch your brooder.

c) What litter will you use?

d) Where will you get the litter from?

Are your chicks warm enough?
Briefly describe how you achieved the correct brooder
temperature.

Safety
Is your brooder safe?

❏

yes

❏

no

________________
Supervisors signature
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The chookhouse
a) Sketch the housing will you provide for your chickens.

b) Do you have a chook house already available or will you use a
cage or pen?

Send in exercises
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c) Draw a sketch map to show where your chickens will be
located and housed.

d) What makes this an ideal location?
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Send in exercise 2
Name: _________________________

Feeding and other jobs
Nutrition
a) Where will you obtain starter feed for your chicks?

b) How much chick starter did you buy?

c) How much did this cost?

d) Where will you obtain grower feed for your chickens?

e) How much grower feed will you need to buy?

f)

Send in exercises

How much will this amount cost?
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g) Draw the containers which will allow your birds to obtain:
i)

feed?

ii) water?

Labour
Indicate the time(s) you expect to do your jobs.
a) weeks 0-3
What time in the morning?

What time in the afternoon?

b) weeks 4-8
What time will you do your jobs?
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Send in exercise 3
Name: _________________________

Learning from the birds
May I take your measurements?
a) How will you weigh your chickens? What will you need?

b) Do you have:
i)

a ruler?

❏

yes

❏

no

❏

no

ii) a piece of string?

❏

yes

Visual assessment
a) Describe how you will record the visual changes in your
chickens over the eight weeks.

b) What equipment do you have available?

❏
❏

Send in exercises

pencil and paper
camera

❏
❏

video
other
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Agricultural Agreement
Poultry
I will obtain

chicks from
(number)
(name and address of supplier)

.

I will keep my chicks warm by
(type of brooder)

.

I will protect my chickens and provide shelter by
which
(type of housing)

m 2 floor space.

has approx
(number)

I will feed my chicks (1-3 weeks old)

.
(type of feed)

I will feed my chickens (3-8 weeks old)

.

(type of feed)

I have already obtained this feed from

.

(name of supplier)

I will advise my teacher of any problems with the birds, including
illness.
I intend disposing of my chickens at age approx 8 weeks old by
.
(method of disposal)

I have discussed The Poultry Enterprise with my parents/guardian/
household. We have reached an agreement about my raising
animals as part of the course.

(your name)
(your signature)

date
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(parent/guardian’s name)
(parent/guardian’s signature)

date
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